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QUESTION 1

If a patient follows the directions correctly, how often could the medicine be taken? 

Read the set of directions below to answer the questions. 

This formula is for people with deficiencies and anemic conditions. It aids in the body absorption of vital 

minerals such as iron, calcium, zinc, potassium, and sulfur. Take the following ingredients: Parsley root, 

Comfrey root, Yellow dock, Watercress, Nettles, Kelp Irish moss. Simmer slowly equal parts of these herbs 

with four ounces to a half-quart of water. Continue to simmer slowly until the volume of liquid is reduced by 

half. 

Strain, reserve the liquid, and cover the herbs with water once more. Then simmer again for 10 minutes. 

Strain and combine the two liquids. 

Cook the liquid down until the volume is reduced by half. Add an equal amount of blackstrap molasses. 

Take one tablespoon four to five times daily, not exceeding four tablespoons in a 24-hour period. 

A. once every six hours 

B. once every four hours 

C. once every three hours 

D. once every two hours 

Correct Answer: A 

The dosage indicates not to exceed four tablespoons in a 24-hour period, so the patient should take it no more than
every six hours. 

 

QUESTION 2

In her crusade to make public servants accountable to voters, she __________ the nation\\'s unscrupulous and self-
indulgent politicians. 

A. exposed 

B. dramatized 

C. accepted 

D. foreshadowed 

E. promoted 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 3

The artistry of cellist Yo Yo Ma is essentially __________; the melodic line rises __________, imbued with feeling and
totally lacking in apparent calculation. 

A. carefree; stiffly 

B. reserved; involuntarily 

C. lyrical; passionately 

D. detached; carefully 

E. deliberate; methodically 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

What is a suitable synonym for the word "determined" in the context found in the passage? 

Eric and Billy purchased new bikes to use when they went off to college. Given the rising cost of gas, they felt the
purchase was justified and reasoned that, living on campus, they would not require cars. Their mother, however, felt that
a car should be shared between them, and presented them with a car as a gift. Following this gift, Eric and Billy returned
one bike and determined that they could share both a car and a bike, reasoning that some gas savings was better than
nothing. 

A. concluded 

B. dissuaded 

C. worried 

D. realized 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

The metric system is deliberately designed to be simple arithmetically and yet capable of __________ expansion as it
becomes necessary to __________ new units of measure. 

A. confusing; record 

B. mathematical; memorize 

C. rigid; discard 

D. indefinite; invent 

E. limited; correct 
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Correct Answer: D 
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